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Introduction  
 
Thank you for contribution to the Project Pressure Glacier Archive. Your 
images will be paired with comparative images, creating historic 
timelines, documenting glacier fluctuations. This information is 
important for scientific research, education, and capturing public 
attention.  
 
It is crucial that shots are paired with co-ordinates so they can be 
recreated it the future and viewed on maps and our bespoke digital 
platform. 
 
 
1. Before heading out  
 
Check for comparative images (admin@project-presure) 
 
If previous images have been taken of the glacier you are visiting, it is 
essential you reproduce this image as closely as possible. Check with 
Project Pressure to see if they have comparative images and their GPS 
co-ordinates. 
 
Digital Reconnaissance  
 
If you have comparative images, drop them into Google Earth and plan 
your expedition accordingly. Think about access and aspect. Where will 
the midday sun be?   
 
Carry Laminated Copies Of Comparative Images With You 
 
Create an A4 sheet complete with the comparative image, GPS co-
ordinates and glacier map.   
 
Weather  
 
Visibility can greatly reduce the value of images. Travel in the correct 
season and build contingency time into your itinerary.  
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Do you have the correct Equipment?  
 

• Best is a camera with build-in GPS 
• Handheld GPS unit (best w. camera) 
• Compass  
• Tripod 
• Handheld GPS unit  

 
2. In The Field 
 
Expedition DATA Capture Process 
 
For each shot in take a reference picture using on a GPS (with a camera 
function) 
 
Alternatively make a waypoint on the GPS.  
  
Using the same camera that is used to shoot the glaciers. Keep the 
camera in the tripod and shoot a compass in front of the actual 
landscape. Make sure the focus in on the compass. 
 
For each set up. 
 
1 Shoot the landscape/glacier detail, use a tripod if possible. If the 
glacier is too big to fit in frame, shoot multiple shots to create a 
panoramic view. 
 
2 Photograph the compass in front of landscape. 
 
3A take a picture on the GPS, make sure there is a GPS signal in GPS 
device. 
 
3B (alternative) make a waypoint on GPS and note the waypoint on 
camera. Fx shoot the GPS in front of landscape so the waypoint number 
is readable. This way the picture and co-ordinates can easily be 
matched up afterwards. 
 
If you trek its good to keep the GPS on, so you get the route marked, 
then the photo position can found retrospectively if needed.  
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3. Back Home – How To Input YOUR NAME & info Into Image File  
 
 a) Input Data Using Photoshop  
 

1. Open the file in Photoshop CS5. 
2. From the menu bar select ‘file’ then ‘file info’ 
3. From this window all metadata fields can be entered. See table 

below for inputting instructions. The panel names are also listed 
to help with navigation.  

 
 
Panel Name Field Name Content 

ITPC Creator Your Name 
 Creators job title Photographer 
 Description TIFF (or what file format it is) 
 Copyright notice In public domain.  Can be used for all 

non commercial use - education, 
scientific and more 

 Source www.project-pressure.org 
 Rights usage terms Commercial copyright YOUR NAME 

for Project-pressure.org 
 Date created 00/00/0000  
 Country Eg: Uganda 
Advanced EXIF properties: Longitude, 

latitude, altitude 
Entered using Houdahgeo 

Generic Glacier name (Prominent) Eg: Stanley 
 Multiple glaciers L - R Eg: Margherita, Edward  
 Source for GPS co-ordinates GPS or Manually pinpointed 
 Level of uncertainty Pinpoint 
 Compass reading (Not 

corrected for magnetic 
declination) 

Numeric value only 

 
Note: All text in blue is fixed for every image. Fixed CS5 metadata templates can be 

created in the ‘file info’ window, this can effectively speed up the process. 
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If you use a camera with inbuilt in GPS receiver, it automatically writes 
the GPS information into the image data.  
 
If this is not the case with your camera, then you will have to do it 
manually.  
 

b) Input GPS co-ordinates into high-resolution image 
files  

 
The below is long to read but makes sense once you start it is also 
important: 
 
Software needed: Garmin Basecamp, Houdah geo, Picasa 
 
Definitions: 
 
GPS ref. – This refers to the JPEG taken using hand-held GPS device 
with embedded GPS coordinates.                                  
 
High Resolution Image – this is the superior quality image, processed, 
and ready for submission.  
 
Waypoints – Is the name Houdahgeo uses for GPS positions, extracted 
from a GPX file. 
 
Meatdata – name given to all data input into image file 
 
 

1. Copy entire folder of ‘GPS ref’ JPEGs to the desktop, label folder 
‘�copy’ in the end.  
 

2. Visually match up ‘GPS ref’ shot to High Resolution Image.  

 

3. Rename the GPS ref. by adding the High Resolution image 
filename to the GPS ref filename. KEEP the GPS ref original 
filename. 
 
example: GPS ref file name: DSC0007 
High resolution image file name: 2010�Greenland�S4�F6 
 GPS ref copy file name after visually paring: 
2010�Greenland�S4�F6�DSC0007 
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Once renamed, open two windows in Finder/File Explorer and 
cross-reference visuals and names. 
 

 
Converting GPS to GPX  
 
Next the folder with the renamed files needs to be exported as GPX file 

 
Take folder ‘2010�Greenland�GPS�REF�Copy’ 
 

4. Open Garmin Basecamp, open ‘preferences’ and make sure the 
‘Position format’ is set to: “ Lat/Lon hdddºmm’ss.s’ ” 
 

5. Create a new list. Go to menu FILE>NEW LIST    
 

6. Name the list the same as the folder with visually matched GPS 
ref images, example ‘2010�Greenland�GPS�REF�Copy’ 
 

7. Import all the visually matched GPS ref images to ‘New list’ just 
created. Drag and Drop GPS ref folder From: 
Desktop>2010�Greenland�GPS�REF�Copy To: Basecamp> New list 
created (‘2010�Greenland�GPS�REF�Copy’) 

 
8. Export list as .GPX file. By selecting list just created with GPS ref 

added. Go to menu FILE->”export (the name will show) Keep the 
name of the list. 
 

Pairing High Resolution Images with GPX data.  Importing GPX data into 
High Resolution Image metadata 
 

9. Open Houdahgeo, open preferences and make sure the 
coordinate display is set to “Degrees Minutes Seconds “.  
 

10. Drag High Resolution Image files into Houdahgeo, this creates a 
list 
 

11. Import the .GPX file you created, to Houdahgeo. Select Geocode 
from the menu>Load GPS Data from File 
 

 
Match High Resolution Image with GPS Coordinates.  
 

12. Select High Resolution Image (start from the top) 
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13. Select matching GPS data from GPX file. (The TIFF file name 
should be a part of ‘Waypoint’)  Inspector window, in the box 
‘Titel’ and ‘Comment’, delete exsisting information.  

 

 
14. Write EXIF data to High Resolution Image. In the menu 

EXPORT>WRITE EXIF TAGS 
 

15. Repeat for all High Resolution Images 

Cross reference GPS location on map. 
 

16. Open Picasa 
 

17. Drag geo-tagged High Resolution Image into Picasa. File name: 
2010�Greenland�S4�F6 

 

18. Click on the show places panel. (Make sure you can see a places  
location needle) Zoom in as much as possible. 
 

19. Make a screenshot Including Image, GPS coordinates and file 
name 

20. Drag matching original GPS�ref JPG into Picasa.  

File name: DSC0007 
 

20. Click on the show places panel. (Make sure you can see a 
places location needle) 
 

21. Zoom in as much as possible. 

 

22. Make a screenshot Including Image, GPS coordinates and file 
name 

 

23. Open the two screenshots in preview next to each other and  
compare images and location on map. 

 

24. Get a second person to validate 
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4. If you have images but do not have GPS co-ordinates  
 
 
 
 

1. Create copies of the file you are working from, do not work from 
the originals. 

 
2. Use Google Earth Pro to source GPS values (Longitude, Latitude, 

Altitude), these correspond to the mouse movement, and can be 
fixed using markers – all values are displayed at the foot of the 
window.  

 
3. Open Houdahgeo – open preferences select the units tab, click 

‘co-ordinate display’ and select ‘Degrees, Minutes, Seconds.’ The 
image can now be imported by dragging the file onto the 
Houdahgeo dock icon. 

 
4. The co-ordinates & altitude can now be typed into the 

corresponding fields, or using the side window. Once you press 
enter the field will format itself.  

 
5. The files can now be exported: click the icon on the top bar 

‘Export, write to EXIF/XMP/IPTC’. A second window will in which 
you must select bypass ‘XMP sidecars’, ‘tag masters/originals’, 
‘co-ordinates’ and Altitude’. This will implement the files with the 
metadata.  

 
6. Verify the files using either Picasa, or from generating KMZ files 

for Google Earth. 
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5. How to submit? 
 
Please submit two copies of each image to admin@project-
pressure.org  
 
1st image = JPG with correct META data  
2nd Image  = JPG with compass image overlaid 
 
 
How To Overlay 
JPG with 

Compass 
Image 
 

1. Open Glacier and reference compass image in Photoshop 
2. Using the Move tool to drag compass onto glacier  
3. Select Show Transform Controls Box on taskbar (Figure 1) 
4. Reduce Compass size accordingly  
5. Save As >Glacier Name_Compass – Format JPG 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for contributing to MELT  

Figure 1 


